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EXTHV Extended Specifications
Multiplies resistance output of 3200 by 100
Accuracy - Relative to Calibration Standards Specifications
Range

1GOhm to 1TOhm1

Resolution

Maximum Voltage
Peak AC+DC

1MOhm
15kV
Requires 10GOhm Option fitted to 3200, otherwise maximum resistance = 200GOhms
CAL
R
= Resistance set on 3200

1

Due to continuous development specifications may be subject to change.

Accuracy
CAL
1.50% ± R

We truly believe in offering Solutions in Calibration, offering bespoke
solutions for calibration laboratories and manufacturers across the
globe. Our mission statement is not just a phrase, it is our design
and support philosophy, offering support and advice that cannot be
found elsewhere with a friendly atmosphere.
Transmille was founded in 1995 as a commercial calibration service,
and soon after began to develop and manufacture a range of
electrical calibration products and software to answer a growing
requirement for solutions to common problems. Following this
small beginning, Transmille has worked year on year to provide
unique equipment and software to benefit calibration laboratories
and manufacturers across the globe.
Ever since releasing the very first products Transmille have
continued to innovate and develop new products for the metrology
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community, from world first products such as the 2100 Electrical
Test Equipment calibrator, through to the worlds lowest cost multi
product calibrator the 1000 series.
Transmille now produce over 600+ calibration instruments per year,
shipping instruments to customers ranging from National Standards
Laboratories and manufacturers through to small calibration test
houses around the world.
An unrivalled commitment to quality and innovation drives
Transmille forwards, with a dedicated design and support team in
house with a combined experience of over 60 years in manufacture
and design of electrical calibration products and software.
With local distributors across the globe, we can offer one to one
personalised support, no matter how large or small the customer.

